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Sopris Health gives back time to physicians. The Sopris Assistant drives clinical efficiencies based on
each physician's desired workflow -- improving the documentation process, reducing data entry and
lessening burnout. Used during patient visits -- the Sopris Assistant automates a summarized clinical
note for physician approval within minutes making it possible to stay on top of documentation
throughout the day.
Sopris Health initially launched within the orthopedic specialty, and quickly expanded to ENT, OB/GYN,
and urgent care, among others, as it continued building the smartest AI assistant platform. Our
customers at Olympia Orthopedic Associates stated: “Sopris Health’s platform -- with its ability to bring
in artificial intelligence to our multi-practice modality -- has created new efficiencies, reduces our
workload and provides superior clinical notes,” said L. Anthony Agtarap, M.D. “Additionally, Sopris
Health gets our notes back quicker and more accurately than other services we’ve used, which means
we are able to close our charts quickly and get home in a timely manner,” said Michelle McGinley,
ARNP.
The team of lifelong healthcare innovators behind Sopris Health consistently deliver deep,
transformational change necessary to manage the daily demands of today's physicians. We leverage
technology that saves physicians time, reduces cognitive load and reimagines healthcare delivery -- and
with that comes industry-leading customer service starting with a free trial and staying with clinical
teams to ensure quality, security and ease of use.
elevator pitch

Contact us for a demo or visit www.SoprisHealth.com for more information.

differentiators

NLP Templates: No more dictation or transcription, rather like a scribe, Sopris Health listens to the visit conversation and recognizes key information to automate the note.
Cost effective: Much less expensive than a scribe in the office or even a virtual scribe, Sopris Health is for physicians and other providers too.
Control: Tap the Listen button and let it go, or pause whenever you want. You're in control of what is recorded and what goes into the note.
Mobile: in the exam room, in the hall, or anywhere else you need, it's with you on your iPhone.
Timely: The Sopris Assistant returns an automated clinical note for review in a timely manner to help stay on top of documentation event between exam visits.

size of client base

1-25

segments you work with

Small, mid-market, enterprise

priority target size

group

specialties

all, orthopedics, ENT, OB/GYN, urgent care

pricing structure

flat fee per provider/month

price level

0-$500

implementation costs
free trial

$0
1 month

other fees

$0

how many days

1 week

average sales cycle

1-2 mo

workflow

Provider opens app and gains access using FaceID or TouchID.
Provider selects the appointment from a list and taps the Listen button.
At visit end, Provider taps Generate Note.
Provider reviews note in athenahealth.

observational metrics

appointments per day
after hours
days accounts receivable
same day encounter close rate

one bill

yes

